
EXPECTATIONS OF LOVE

- LEARNING DIMENSIONS OF GENTLE TEACHING



DENMARK



NORTH DENMARK REGION

Hospitals, health care, psychiatry and specialized carework



SØDISBAKKE

130 citizens with severe mental and 

physical disabilities

Divided in six care organisations for the 

following target themes:

Autism Spectrum Disorders

Complex disabilities

Psychiatry

One to one+ support.

Convicted or in risk of criminality

Activity, employment and day care.



”PROFESSIONS - SEKRETARIATET”

Eigth consultants working partly at Sødisbakke, partly for The 

National Board of Social Services (NBSS)

- supervison locally / nationally

- knowledge-generating projects locally and with NBSS

- teaching and developing teaching designs

- …..and Gentle Teaching teachings designs…

Niels Bonnerup

- - Music therapist (1989)

- Journalist (2000)

- Master of coaching and learning processes (2013)



Sødisbakke ascribed to Gentle Teaching in 2007:

How can the words and images of Gentle Teaching influence care

professionalism in a supervision context? (Supervision, not mentoring!)

Consider this language game:

If we’re Gentle Teachers, what are we teaching?

What do we have to learn to teach Gentle Teaching? 

Are there such things as ‘learning objectives’ and ‘study techniques’ in 

Gentle Teacing? What about training?

MY BIG QUESTION THESE DAYS….



DIALOGUE AND REFLECTION IN SUPERVISION

The eternal learning dilemma in supervision: 

The client often want the superviser to hand out instructions – but it rarely works that way

because the context of the intervention is not very clear to the client. This – in my experience –

is general, but it also goes for supervision in a GT framing:

”Kisses and hugs? That’s it, is it? Really? But..we’re not gonna give up time-out rules,are we?”

Supervision often works, when the superviser is asking questions that developes ‘new’ insights

or a new perspective. Often I see a frustration building up in the dialogue until a point where

the ‘new’ idea or perspective is partly assimilated at first – hmmmm… - and then, suddenly, all 

sorts of new understandings are tumbling down like an avalance. ”Yeah…I also come to think

of a situation where…”



DIALOGUE AND REFLECTION IN SUPERVISION

Enlightenment is recognition for the first time
(”Erkendelse er genkendelse for første gang” Dan Østerberg, Forståelsesformer 1966)

A supervisers job in a GT context is often to release unarticulated knowledge – and sometimes even

provoke unarticulated knowledge - about being a person. 

This is, knowledge of…

…being a child

…being safe

…being afraid

…being proud

…being important

…being in other peoples hands

…holding the life of others in your own.

…..thus, the sudden avalance of knowledge, because the professional suddenly relates to the personal

experiences of being someone.



A PROFESSIONAL VIRTUE: PERSONAL, NOT PRIVATE

Using the concepts of Gentle Teaching (pillars, tools) in supervision CAN OFTEN (but doesen’t

always) make it possible for the supervised to use and reflect on personal experiences

proactively in the care work - without feeling obliged to let it all hang out.

It IS OFTEN (but not always) a safe scaffolding about a dialogue about care work that is 

personal and professional.



‘LEANING OBJECTIVE ’ 1 OF GENTLE TEACHING: THE PILLARS

be

safe

be

loving

be

loved

be

engaged



THE FIRST GENTLE LESSONS

• The first lesson in feeling safe and loved:

• The feeling is returning. It is repeated. It may come and go, but is always returning. 

• It begins pre-natally: Events in the surrounding – movement, sounds, inner sensation – are

marked as ‘gentle’,  building up to a more complete experience of being save and loved with 

someone.

• Gentle situations are articulated and gentle social initiatives are rewarded

• I have tried to create some of those expectations in a song. 

• Note the transgenerational subject



E X P E C TAT I O N S O F  L O V E



Sometimes I hear your steps on the staircase

A little spark of joy and I don’t know from where

Sometimes I look at the empty coat hanger

It turns a little cold, when your coat isn’t there

From a crack in the wall I can hear your laughter now

I’m bursting at the seams, but held together anyhow



Love is the name of the moment you’re here, 

a change in the light falling down from somewhere



I’m all wrapped up in your nightgown

The softest armour there is

When you’re somewhere else

and I need to be calm

It’s not getting better than this



Love is the name of the moment you’re here,

I lost you, sure enough, but, of course, you’re still here

I wear your affection like an old leather glove

Cause you fed me so well with expectations of love



You taught me well, when I laid by your chest

A knowledge I can’t be without

I’ll try to pass it on in my own awkward way

No reason, no guilt, no doubt 



Love is the name of the cradle you’re in

I might be away when it all begins

I’ll kiss you as well as I can from above

And prepare you for great expectations of love





LOVE IS EVOLVING TRANSGENERATIONALLY

The older teaches the younger…

…with the mothers tools.

Attachment theory (Bowlby, Fonagy etc) tells us:

This is to be taught in infancy

1) ‘Gentle’ situations will be repeted.

2) ‘Gentleness” will return

3) Your gentle initiatives will be recognized, celebrated

4) ‘Gentleness’ will be articulated in language

Lets call these four patterns the learning patterns.



‘LEARNING OBJECTIVE ’ 2:  MOTHERS TOOLS

Hands’ Eyes Voice Presence



REPETITIONS OF GENTLENESS

Neural network is enhanced by repetition.

”Gentle networks” – neural networks involved in 

emotional attatchment – are prone to fire more 

easily when activated often. Use it in time – or 

loose it.

This is fundamental in learning as such – but also

in learning to expect gentleness



REPETITIONS OF GENTLENESS – SUPERVISION QUESTIONS

How do you use your hands in repeting / sustaining gentle actions / situations in everyday care? 

i.e. in dental care? In helping someone to falling asleep? In contact? With much predictability?

How do you use your voice in repeting / sustaining gentle actions / situations in everyday care? 

ie. in talking or not-talking? Singing? Calming?

Your precense? Your eyes?



GENTLENESS RETURNING

This is probably the most important lesson you

can learn in life.

You learn it by experiencing a sense of frustration 

(hungry) being relieved in a systematic and 

expectable way (your feeling pronounced by your

care person and relieved (fed)). 

This is also reflected in 4) articulated.

This lesson gone wrong is the basis of many

attachment disorders. 

This lesson well done is the basis of all hope

and trust

Peek-a-boo is the slightly learned entry level of 

teaching returning af gentleness



GENTLENESS RETURNING – SUPERVISION QUESTIONS

How do you use your presence to emphasize the returning of gentleness in every day care

Peek-a-boo (in numerous versions)? the way you frame the situation? The way you meet the 

frustration? 

How do you use your eyes to emphasize the returning of gentleness?

I.e. in confirmation? Softly insisting? Soft moderation?

Your hands? Your voice?



RECOGNIZING CONTACT INITIATIVES

If the contact initiatives of an infant child are not 

rewarded with an appropriate respons, they will

cease to be.

Edward Tronics still-face experiment is a good

example



RECOGNIZING CONTACT INITIATIVES – SUPERVISION QUESTION

How do you use the tools to celebrate the contact initiatives of the person, you are working for?



ARTICULATION OF GENTLENESS

Articulating any somatic or emotional contition to 

an infant is part of a regulation process. It helps

externalize hurtful feelings into something

operationable

You were hungry!

Ah, so that was what felt so bad!

Articulating the gentleness in a situation, 

companionship is enhancing it – be it by hands, 

voice, eyes, precence - or plainly it all. And it really

transfers into the pillar of engangement and being

important



ARTICULATION OF GENTLENESS – SUPERVISION QUESTION

How do you use the tools to articulate the gentleness in the situation:

Words? Tonality? Arousing or in quiet celebration?

Eyes – exciting? Soft? 

Hands – touch? How?



VIDEO SUPERVISION

A video depicting care professionals supporting in different situations can be a great source of 

knowledge, when you focus on one tool at the time:

- what are the hands doing

- what are the eyes doing etc.

- May feel artificial to the clients to begin with – untill the first discovery.



LEARNING OBJECTIVE 3: INTERDEPENCENCE

Inter = between

dependence = to be in need of someone

It’s a perspective as well as a research field (i.e. child psychiatrist dr. Bruce Perry). It argues that

- individuals as entangled in relations.

- that we deep down need one another. We are each others living conditions.

- our relation might formally be asymmetric (‘teacher’-’pupil’) but ‘reverse asymmetry’ (the 

‘teacher’ is learning from the ‘pupil’) happens all the time, if you know, what you’re looking for.

Tools & Pillars without a true conception/conviction/experience of interdepencence would be

purely sentimental.



1992

(not very big at the White House these days..)



INTERDEPENDENCE – REVERSE ASYMMETRY (180 DEGREE QUESTIONS)

What did Joey teach you in that situation?

Do you think he gave you any feedback about your behavour, ie. the use of your tools?

Did he teach you anything about yourself?

- this can create ”the180 degrees syndrome” for new personel. It does typically takes some

habituation. It can also make the supervisor appear insensitive and arrogant if unajustet to 

the situation as such.

- secure staff teams can do this on the fly and challenge each other in a positive way. It’s an 

important marker of good teamwork.

- an insecure staff team will be needing more pillar work from their leader as a team (safe and 

loved) before this is possible.

- And it can turn ugly, if the professional challenge is too big, and brutalisation has set in..



Non-dependent reflections Interdependent reflections

He was testing my personal space. He tried to tell me, that I was vague and unclear in my

precence – that he needed me to tell him, what I expected, 

what I wanted from him.

She was screaming hysterically, because she just wanted it 

her way.

She was so frustrated, because I didn’t think of a plan B. 

She has showed me so many times before how painfull it is 

to just sit there, and I regret that I did not learn from it.

He is just doing it to get attention He tells me, that he needs me – something’s up, and he 

don’t want to sort it out on his own. I might have been

absentminded this morning

In supervision we sometimes work with translation from actual non-dependent reflections from the

Journals to an interdependent translation, just as an exercise



LEANING OBJECTIVE 4 (OR 1):  THE BROKEN PILLARS

JM: 

I cannot repair a broken body, a broken head.

But I can mend a broken heart

…and prevent the broken pillars

from falling totally appart

.



THE BROKEN PILLARS

Not safety, but

Anxiety

Not loved, but

Abandoned
Not loving but

Outcast
Not engaged but

Isolated



THE BROKEN PILLARS – PROFESSIONAL REFLECSION

Not safety, but

Anxiety

GT frame

Repete

Return
Articulate

Reward initatives

Supervision questions with learning patterns:

What healing gesture – however small – can I initiate and repete to 

make her as safe as possible? 

What can I do to make her feel safe, when I return to her?



THE BROKEN PILLARS – PROFESSIONAL REFLECTION

Supervision questions with learning patterns:

What social / relational gesture – however small – can I initiate and 

repete to make him trust me to be good?

What articulations of kindness will he trust and accept (tools)?

Which gentle words will be trusted – and which will cause mistrust? 

Talk is cheap!

Not loved, but

Abandoned
GT frame:

Repete

Return
Articulate

Reward initatives



THE BROKEN PILLARS – PROFESSIONAL REFLECTION

Supervision questions with learning patterns:

What arenas will be usefull for identifying competence and 

interdependency with us?

How can we celebrate every time, he comes back to the arena?

Not loving but

Outcast
GT frame:

Repete

Return
Articulate

Reward initatives



THE BROKEN PILLARS – PROFESSIONAL REFLECTION

Supervision questions with learning patterns:

What can I repete….

In what fashion can I return to her (i.e. when I come to her apartment)..

What can I tell her…

…that eventually and in time will make her peep through the cracks and 

open the door?
Not engaged but

Isolated
GT frame:

Repete

Return
Articulate

Reward initatives



DARK LEARNING PATTERNS

Anxiety Abandoned Outcast Isolated

Professionally you have to pay attention to the dark learning patterns, so you avoid

- repeating actions that sustains the misery. Lots of unfortunate coping strategies here.

- returning to her in a way that confirms that when somebody knocks on the door, trouble’s here

- articulating the situation in a judgemental way

- Interpretating her interactions with you as adversery or even evil.

People with attachment issues will be especially vulnerable to dark learning patterns 

(close to home!)



”WHAT CAN WE DO, WHEN WE CAN’T DO ANYTHING??!?”

Anxiety Abandoned Outcast Isolated

Leave the doing and focus on being.

That is the core of containment: 

Being there. Holding a hand. Hum in a calming voice. Acknowledge what is happening.

Articulate it: I am here. I will take care of you and look after you.

Marked mirroring (Peter Fonagy): I can see you are in deep pain. I can hear you feel cast 

out and abandoned, left alone. I deeply feel your pain - but I won’t surrender to it. 



LEARNING OBJECTIVE 5: KNOW YOUSELF…INTERDEPENDENTLY

My anxiety My loneliness My rejection My isolation

• All af us have experiences with broken pillars to some extend.

• It used to be professional not to show or even recognize this. To be neutral.

• In Gentle Teaching is mandatory that you recognize it.

• If you don’t recognize it, you can’t deal with it

• Recognizing it is not the same as promoting it!  (”I have ADHD too so I know how…..”)

• In Gentle Teaching, you MUST deal with it.  

• In a moral perspective, this is exactly what Gentle Teaching is for.



THE BROKEN PILLARS – MIRRORING AND INVOLUNTARY RESPONSE

Anxiety Abandoned Outcast Isolated

My anxiety My loneliness My rejection My isolation

Mirroring Mirroring Mirroring Mirroring



”DARK INTERDEPENDENCY”

Sometimes your own broken pillars are making more noise than the pillars you’re supposed to 

stabilize.

Professional reflection, i.e. after a situation with challenging behavour: Were you aware of

• - anything you repeted that could have served as a trigger stimuli?  (i.e. the same unajusted

demand)

- the way you returned to him (doors can be knocked very differently)

• - if you articulated the conflict in a certain way? 

• - did you overlook relation-mending initiatives in the situation?



Summary!

What should we learn

– i.e. in supervision –

if we as professionals want to teach gentleness?



WHAT SHOULD WE LEARN AS PROFESSIONAL CAREWORKERS?

be

safe

be

loving

be

loved

be

engaged

Leaning objective 1: the Pillars

- how we potentially from infacy is taught

to be safe, loving, loved and being

engaged. 

- that the learning pattern in this

teaching is

- repetition of good situation

- return of a beloved person or 

situation

- articulation of gentleness

- contact initiatives rewarding



WHAT SHOULD WE LEARN AS PROFESSIONAL CAREWORKERS?

Leaning objective 2: the Tools

That our hands, eyes, voice and precense

is significant and often seen as

intentional from another persons 

perspective. 

Professional reflection on HOW you’re

using your tools – in repetition, returning, 

articulation or rewarding – can be a key in 

developeing your care craft as well as 

your personality. Video is great

”This is just something we do!”

”If you say so, then thats what it is and will

never be anymore than that. But

the potential is much bigger.”

Hands Eyes Voice Presence



WHAT SHOULD WE LEARN AS PROFESSIONAL CAREWORKERS?

Learning objective 3: Interdependence

We are entagled. 

You are a part of my life condition and I am a part of yours.

You can’t pull yourself out of the equasion

In supervision, theres a lot of knowledge hidden in 180 degree – type 

questions. ”What did he teach you about yourself?” 



WHAT SHOULD WE LEARN AS PROFESSIONAL CAREWORKERS?

Not safety, but

Anxiety

Not loved, but

Abandoned

Not loving but

Outcast

Not engaged but

Isolated

Learning objective 4: Broken pillars

An invitation to broarden the perspective and 

look at anxiety and depression not just as a 

clinical categories but also – potentially – see

anxiety as loss of security and control, 

isolation and depression as loss of 

engagement and social motivation.

Also an invitation to look beyond the 

sociological concepts of social deprivation and 

bring love – its loss, absence, perversion, 

traumas – into the picture.



WHAT SHOULD WE LEARN AS PROFESSIONAL CAREWORKERS?

Not safety, but

Anxiety

Not loved, but

Abandoned

Not loving but

Outcast

Not engaged but

Isolated

Learning objective 4: Broken pillars

The broken pillars are reminding you that there

also are dark learning patterns that keeps the 

person in her misery:

• repetition of selfharming actions

• expectation of hurt returning

• articulation of low self esteem

• contact initiatives are met with rejection



WHAT SHOULD WE LEARN AS PROFESSIONAL CAREWORKERS?

Learning objective 5: Know yourself

As a professional, you must be able to contain the other persons hurt feeling in a 

marked way: I feel with you – but it is not my feelings, that’s why I can help you. I 

am with you in your feelings, but I don’t surrender to them. 

If you DON’T know your own feelings, you don’t know what you’re containing. 

Care professionals in secure teams can be truthful fragile as colleagues in a 

supervision but secure and perfectly resilient when in action with the ones they are

caring for. You got to handle your darkness - and not always by yourself.

Care professionals in fragile teams appears often to be collected and cool in 

supervision – and breaks down, when situations are challenging and are not 

recieving sufficient support in the team (”Huh! She’s never like that in my watch!!”)

My anxiety

Anxiety

Mirroring



What else should we learn?


